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Motivation

Matrix factorization based methods for collaborative 
filtering tasks still show the best performance in various 
benchmarks.
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Matrix Factorization

where                                          
with set of users     , items     and latent dimension     .  

induces a personalized ranking          .
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X ≈ X̂ := WHt,



(Semi) Non-negative Matrix Factorization

Matrix Factorization

is Semi Non-negative (SNMF) when

and Non-negative (NMF) when
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x̂ui = 〈wu,hi〉+ bi



Research Questions

1. How can the factors       and       of the matrix 
factorization be interpreted?

2. Are the interpretations plausible on real data sets?
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Classical Latent Dirichlet Allocation Model
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|S|
|U|

|K|

α θu zus ius

β ϕk

1. Choose
2. Choose

3. For user     and interaction    :
a) Choose cohort

b) Choose item 

θu ∼ Dirichlet(α).



Shortcomings of Classical LDA for RecSys

1. Item preferences only depend on the user cohorts since 
no explicit item popularity      is included.

2. If        existed, there would be no way of weighting the 
item preferences of the cohort        against the item 
popularities      for  a user.
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LDAext Model
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Extends classical LDA with

item popularity        and

user conformity        .

Item probability:

δi



Theorem: Reformulation of MF as LDAext
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x̂ui = 〈wu,hi〉+ bi �u

x′
ui = 〈θu,p∗i(u)〉

θu, ϕk, δ, λu



Sketch of Proof
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Define non-negative user vectors w′
u = [w+

u,w
−
u] where

w+
uk =

{
wuk if wuk ≥ 0

0 otherwise
and w−

uk =

{
−wuk if wuk < 0

0 otherwise
,

and item vectors h′
i = [hi + s,−hi + s] with s = (si)i∈I , si = maxk∈K |hik|



Sketch of Proof
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ϕk = ‖h∗k‖−1
1 h∗k, δ = ‖b‖−1

1 b,
θuk = 〈ŵu,nu〉−1 ŵuknuk, λu = ‖ŵu‖−1

1 ‖b‖1
where ŵuk = ‖h∗k‖1wuk and nuk =

∑
i∈I ϕki + λuδi.

x′
ui = 〈θu,p∗i(u)〉 = . . . = 〈ŵu,nu〉−1x̂ui



Hypothesis Tests on Real Data Sets

LDAext has an inherent interpretability of all variables
but  do they also have a practical meaning?
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Experiments
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1. Cohort Allocation: Meaning of        , do users interact 
more with items from the cohort they prefer the most?

2. Popularity Ranking: How strong is     correlated with 
the empirical item popularity?

3. Conformity Ranking: How strong is        correlated with 
the average popularity of the interacted items        . 

4. User’s Preferences:  Is the overlap                            a good 
proxy for the Jaccard index                            and thus users 
can be compared using the preferences        .

δ

λu Iu

θu

O(θu,θu′)
J(Iu, Iu′)

θu



Results Cohort Allocation
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dataset train test

MovieLens-1M 0.608± 0.022 0.162± 0.018
Amazon 0.125± 0.004 0.059± 0.004
Goodbooks 0.178± 0.010 0.047± 0.005

Cohen’s d



Results Popularity & Conformity Ranking
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dataset popularity conformity

MovieLens-1M 0.520± 0.006 0.3749± 0.0090
Amazon 0.377± 0.003 0.0818± 0.0026
Goodbooks 0.265± 0.004 −0.0016± 0.0013

Kendall τC coefficient



Results User’s Preferences
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dataset other train test

MovieLens-1M bad 1.88± 0.03 0.61± 0.02
Amazon bad 1.48± 0.03 0.86± 0.03
Goodbooks bad 2.88± 0.06 0.62± 0.04
MovieLens-1M rnd 1.17± 0.01 0.45± 0.02
Amazon rnd 1.44± 0.03 0.84± 0.03
Goodbooks rnd 2.12± 0.04 0.43± 0.02

Cohen’s d



Conclusion

1. MF is equivalent to LDAext, which is a plausible model 
for the actual dynamics.

2. The factors       and       can be interpreted using LDAext 
with plausible results on real data sets.
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Index of Dissimilarity & Overlap
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The index of dissimilarity is defined as

D(u, v) =
1

2
‖θu − θv‖1 ∈ [0, 1],

and analogously the overlap, i.e.,

O(u, v) = 1−D(u, v) =
∑
k∈K

min(θuk, θvk) ∈ [0, 1].


